OPIS NGL Forwards Report

Get a single daily source of reliable NGL forward curves

The OPIS NGL Forwards Report gives you one true picture of the NGL market for better reporting and reduced financial risk.

Market Challenge
Increased liquidity down the curve influences near-term NGL pricing. While it’s impossible to predict future NGL prices, financial hedging of future price moves is essential for a more profitable bottom line. But it’s hard to identify accurate data from the many available sources of NGL forwards and inconvenient to gather multiple ranges into a single daily reference.

How We Help
The OPIS NGL Forwards Report aggregates the forward curves of major brokerages, who study near-term market fundamentals and past pricing trends, to produce a daily snapshot of where NGLs may be valued up to 18 months from now. This survey uses charts and graphs to help you evaluate longer-term market conditions and make better hedging decisions for protection against volatility. The daily report also includes ethylene cash cost forward curves to create instant efficiency for stakeholders trading various supply chain components as separate commodities.

Forward Price Assessments For:
— 18 months for Mont Belvieu TET propane plus six forward quarters
— 15 months for Mont Belvieu non-TET ethane, normal butane and natural gasoline, plus six forward quarters
— 12 months for Mont Belvieu non-TET isobutene plus four forward quarters
— 14 months for Conway propane plus five forward quarters
— Next calendar year encompassing all NGL curves

For a FREE trial, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000, email energysales@opisnet.com